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I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the 20th century, the extraterritorial application of domestic law has given rise to considerable controversy. Decreed variously as an attaint to the sovereignty of other states, as a violation of international law or even as a manifestation of American exceptionalism, the extraterritorial extension of domestic law has led to a number of notable clashes between otherwise closely allied countries. In the 1950s and 1960s, the United States and Canada clashed over the sale of Canadian-made trucks to communist China and locomotives to Cuba.1 Canadian trade and investment in Cuba has frequently given rise to legal difficulties for both Canadian corporations and American corporations in Canada and remain subject to various pieces of U.S.-Cuban sanctions legislation.2 The United States and several European countries have frequently clashed over the extraterritorial extension of American export control legislation.3 The most notable occasion was doubtless when the United States government sought to restrain European companies from manufacturing pipeline equipment under European Union (EU) license for Poland in retaliation for the crackdown against the Polish dissenting unions in Gdansk.4 Japanese companies have also been subject to U.S. sanctions as a result of export control violations.5

There has always been tension between the United States and its allies over the extent of export controls over strategic goods and "dual-use" goods.6 Other notable sources of conflict have resulted from attempts to enforce discovery orders and orders for the production of documents against foreign banks doing business in the United States.7 Some of the most epic battles between friends
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have occurred as a result of the application of American anti-trust legislation against corporations doing business outside of the United States. In recent years, the EU has also adopted extraterritorial measures enforcing its competition legislation against acts committed abroad by EU and foreign corporations. Securities regulators on both continents have also sought to give extraterritorial reach to their legislation. For that reason, banking secrecy has been a rich source of conflict between friends.

In almost all these instances a modus vivendi was reached between national authorities, but the underlying tensions flared up from time to time throughout the 20th century. As long as the reach of domestic law was seen as essentially territorial in scope it was inevitable that governments and courts would disagree as to the legality and legitimacy of the extraterritorial application of law. Has this changed in the 21st century? Have we moved from a law based on territorial delimitation to a law based on coordination and cooperation? This paper addresses these questions.

II. HAS ANYTHING CHANGED?

It is possible to argue that much has changed as a result of globalized communications, transportation systems, increased personal mobility, and international commerce. For this reason, governments are under pressure to extend their laws to the activities of their citizens and companies abroad and have to tolerate the correlative extension of other states' laws into their own territory. Some might be tempted to suggest that extraterritoriality is or should be the new norm under these pressures. Certainly, states, and their courts, have to deal with the many pressures created by interdependence. However, as will be argued below, while many things are changing, there has been, as of yet, no fundamental paradigm shift with respect to the extraterritorial application of domestic law. The change that has occurred has been incremental.

A. What is Extraterritoriality?

One aspect of the controversy surrounding extraterritoriality, which continues to this day, is that of the definition. It is by no means clear that governments or their international legal experts agree on what measures actually are extraterritorial. Most would agree that a U.S. law banning a subsidiary of an American company established in Canada from selling its Canadian-made products to Cuba is an extraterritorial measure. Similarly, the penalization of acts by foreign nationals in France for selling American-made goods to third country nationals when this is legal under French law is characterized as extraterritorial.12 But is the prohibition of the importation into the United States of tuna caught by fishing technology, which is not designed to protect dolphins swimming above the schools of tuna, an extraterritorial measure? A General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) panel held that it was,13 but a later World Trade Organization (WTO) panel held that it is acceptable for the United States to require a “green” label – i.e., one identifying the tuna as dolphin-friendly – attesting to the same facts as a condition of entry.14 Does the EU act extraterritorially when it prohibits the importation of wood which is not grown in sustainably managed forests in the country of exportation in order to protect woodlands or when it bans the importation of seal products in order to protect seals from an allegedly cruel death?15 Is the prohibition on the importation of “unsustainable” fuels an extraterritorial measure or a contribution to limiting greenhouse gas?16 All these measures give rise to controversies and debate as to their true characterization and none more so than the “product and process methods” (PPMs) imposed as a condition of the right to import, which lie at the heart of many international trade disputes.17

---

Simply asking these questions demonstrates that the determination of what a true extraterritorial measure can be difficult and serious differences of opinion remain.

B. Why Prescribe, Enforce, and Adjudicate Extraterritorial Measures?

Why do states feel compelled to extend the reach of their domestic laws beyond their borders into the territory of other states? The primary motivation must be that they believe that certain laws will not be effective unless they apply outside their national territory. Related to this is the concern that certain acts committed abroad violate some imperative national policy or have a serious impact within national territory, and therefore, national legislation should be applied. Another factor is the intensity of the link, which some countries deem appropriate to maintain with their nationals or goods leaving their national territory. In some instances, such as treason, states act solely in defense of their national interest and cannot expect assistance from other states. However, in other instances, they act to promote strongly held policies, which could be defended by the universal or regional harmonization of rules among several states.

In the absence of an agreement on the international harmonization of rules and standards, states take the law into their own hands. As long as the rules are not internationally agreed upon, they believe that they must act unilaterally. It is only where there is international consensus, as there was with the condemnation of apartheid, or as exists under various international treaty régimes such as that governing the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons or the ban on Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) chemicals, that states can be certain that their extraterritorial measures will not be challenged.

Has this situation changed in the 21st century? Arguably, it has changed in some respects. It appears that a growing number of states view at least some extraterritorial measures as an acceptable means of enforcing certain rules and hence are willing to tolerate such measures taken by others. In areas such as the enforcement of competition law or securities legislation there does appear to be a growing tolerance of the phenomenon. But the emerging consensus on
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extraterritoriality appears to be confined to a limited number of areas of economic regulation, actions against aircraft or protected persons, and war crimes, where acts abroad may have immediate and serious effects within the national territory or on nationals abroad. Beyond this, states appear to continue to have widely divergent views on the justification of such extraterritorial measures, and there is no correlative consensus when other economic, national security, or foreign policy justifications are invoked. Furthermore, the existence of any consensus is usually restricted to prescribing measures; there is much less agreement on enforcement and punishment.

C. What is the International Law Basis for Extraterritorial Action?

The effort to define an international rule for the circumstances justifying extraterritorial action has proven difficult, but it has not been without some success. The International Law Commission has issued a paper suggesting that the time may be ripe for codification and progressive development of the law. The Harvard Law School drafts proposed a codification with respect to the bases of extraterritorial jurisdiction over crime. The most successful has certainly been the work of the American Law Institute, which has produced no less than three Restatements of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States. The Restatement (Third) contains extensive provisions on the extraterritorial extension of domestic law. It places the greatest justification for extraterritorial extension of laws on the effects that actions abroad may have within national territory. In doing so, it is clearly based on the early decisions interpreting the reach of American anti-trust legislation. But, interestingly, it goes to considerable
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lengths to temper the impact of a strict effects test by requiring that national law only be extended to persons and acts abroad when the extension is "reasonable" and where the interests of the extending jurisdiction are clearly preponderant.31 Thus, the American Law Institute has sought to find a careful balance between the interests of various states affected.

The Restatement (Third) has gone a considerable way towards defining an acceptable international rule. But this rule goes only so far and many questions remain unanswered and hence subject to debate and controversy. Firstly, the rule is best suited to the prescription of law, and it is much less likely to satisfy critics with respect to the application and enforcement of extraterritorial measures in particular cases.32 Similarly, what may be broadly acceptable today with respect to competition law or laws banning sexual predation may not be at all true with respect to laws governing export controls or the production of sustainable fuels. Secondly, there remains considerable disagreement over the justifications given for extraterritoriality.33 What may be accepted when there are clear links to territory or nationals may not be accepted internationally when the justification is foreign policy or the "passive personality" principle. The alleged links between a state and the persons, goods, or even legal rights emanating in its territory may not be universally accepted. Thus, attempts to require nationals to violate the domestic law of another state by not selling certain goods, or the obligation to transmit documents to the home state, may not be agreed to. There is a broad consensus to punish or extradite those responsible for the unauthorized seizure of an aircraft, but no comparable universal consensus on the definition or the repression of "terrorist" acts.34 The aircraft highjacker is close to being treated as a pirate, but many other terrorists still benefit from a political offenses defense. In sum, the glass is filling slowly, but it is far from overflowing and unless there is a clear international agreement, such as that evidenced by treaties35 or clear international customs, the extraterritorial extension of domestic law will remain potentially controversial and contestable.

---
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III. AREAS OF CONSENSUS AND AREAS OF DISPUTE

The following section reveals that states are becoming more tolerant of extraterritorial measures in selected areas and are even willing to provide limited assistance where they share common policies. However, there remain important areas where states have not yet arrived at a consensus, showing there is still much uncertainty in the law.

a) There have always been some areas of consensus even on the basis of a highly territorialist vision of law. Most states punish treason or currency violations that occur outside their national territory. 36

b) Food and drug legislation in force in many countries requires, as a condition of importation, that there be evidence that the drugs were produced abroad in accordance with the generally accepted industry standards. This ensures the quality and safety of the products entering national territory.

c) There exist a number of areas covered by international treaties where extraterritorial controls form part of the internationally agreed upon methods of regulation. Examples include the treaties governing the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and materials 37 and the international treaty banning the sale or importation of CFC chemicals, which threaten the ozone layer of the outer atmosphere. 38 In other areas, states have agreed to control the trade of blood diamonds 39 or endangered species. 40 In the case of the fight against apartheid, United Nations Resolutions authorized the extraterritorial measures. 41

d) There are a number of internationally agreed upon and defined crimes where states are required to prescribe and enforce penalties, either directly or through internationally agreed means. These include piracy, the unauthorized seizure of aircraft and crimes against aircraft, airports or air travelers. States must prohibit such crimes wherever they are committed and punish those who commit them when they have control of
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the person responsible. Similarly, war crimes and crimes against humanity are to be prohibited and a variety of enforcement measures are required by international treaties. Also, many states now prohibit and punish extraterritorial acts of sexual predation and narcotics trading.

e) There are areas, such as competition law, where there is now a consensus that extraterritorial violations having serious effects in national territory may be subject to extraterritorial measures and that threats of punishment of the perpetrators are also legitimate. The same may be argued for securities legislation. Recent years have seen the gradual acceptance of a duty to cooperate in national actions to combat tax fraud through the abuse of bank secrecy. While the duty to prohibit abuse of bank secrecy is not universally accepted by all jurisdictions, states such as Switzerland have now adhered to the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) code and have agreed to participate in the fight against extraterritorial tax avoidance. The traditional rule providing that states will not assist in enforcing foreign tax laws is now falling by the wayside with an emerging consensus that includes the extraterritorial extension and enforcement of such prohibitions.

f) States have been attempting to find common ground to ensure cooperation, if not acceptance, in the extraterritorial extension of certain categories of law. Banking secrecy is perhaps the best example, but the agreements currently in force are aimed at giving the taxing state access to information on nationals thought to be evading taxes in other jurisdictions, not at returning or punishing offenders. Attempts have also been made to secure cooperation in making information available with respect to suspected violations of securities legislation. These
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arrangements include obtaining information and evidence but do not go beyond that point.

g) Finally, in the very large areas of legislative, administrative and judicial activity, there is no consensus on the acceptability of extraterritorial measures of other states and no willingness to assist in the enforcement of foreign law. Similarly, in such areas, even stipulations written into contracts at the insistence of the regulating state are likely to be unenforceable and declared a violation of public order. The most common example is attempts made to require buyers in the United States to agree by contract to obey extraterritorial export control requirements.\(^5\) Similarly, attempts to seek enforcement of treble damage orders pursuant to American decisions have not been well received.\(^2\)

IV. HAVE DOMESTIC COURTS FOLLOWED OR FOSTERED THE TRENDS?

Courts have always been central to the development of the law with respect to extraterritoriality whereas governments have shied away from seeking to make international law in this area. From time to time, governments have made \textit{ad hoc} arrangements concerning the sharing of banking information\(^3\) or the determination of cooperative measures to ensure the extraterritorial application of export controls over certain strategic goods;\(^4\) additionally, as set out above, they have been willing to legislate to broaden the prohibition of certain serious crimes and extend jurisdiction to prohibit and punish them. But states have been reluctant to negotiate rules on extraterritoriality when it involves a more general character and have so far declined the invitation of the International Law Commission to codify the law. International law in this area is thus largely determined by international customs, which are heavily premised on the sovereign control of national territory. In this situation, courts have had to apply customary law as they understand it and as they see fit for the resolution of new problems. As shown above, courts have grown more accustomed to applying certain laws extraterritorially. In the 20\textsuperscript{th} Century, the first steps were taken in the field of competition law; in recent years, they have grown more comfortable with the difficult job of punishing extraterritorial war crimes, crimes against aircrafts, and crimes of sexual predation. In these areas, states are covered by domestic statutes or international agreements, which form the basis for domestic legislation
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decisions. In the field of competition law, they have drawn heavily on related concepts of jurisdiction under private international law.55

National courts have generally accepted that the law they apply is subject to a presumption of territorial application.56 On the other hand, as was the case with anti-trust law, American federal courts have accepted that certain statutes must be applied to acts outside the United States57 and have not backed away from this position, even in the face of judicial disapproval in other respected jurisdictions.58 American courts, in particular, followed by the European Court of Justice59 have done much to expand the law in this area.

Interestingly, despite having taken the initial steps, whenever they have the discretion to do so, American courts are in fact careful to adopt a balanced approach to issues of extraterritoriality.60 The initial impulsion in the area of competition law was largely driven by statutory interpretation and not by any doctrinal desire to see American law generally applied to acts outside the United States. The fundamental principle followed by American courts was enunciated long ago in Murray v. The Schooner Charming Betsy;61 there, the United States Supreme Court stated that American law presumptively applies in American territory only. This presumption still stands and it has been reaffirmed rather than weakened in recent cases involving efforts of defense attorneys to extend the constitutional protections of the Bill of Rights beyond American territory.62

Recent decisions of American, Canadian, and European courts reflect the pressures placed on courts to accept extraterritorial extension and their hesitation to do so in the field of human rights. In the United States, the Supreme Court has reaffirmed the presumption of non-extraterritorial extension of the Bill of Rights; however, the Court did apply it to Guantanamo Bay in the Boumediene v. Bush case on the grounds that the United States exercises full sovereign control over the
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American base there. The Supreme Court of Canada, having originally appeared very open to the idea of the extraterritorial extension of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, now appears to have withdrawn from that position. In *R. v. Khadr*, the court concluded that principles of international law and comity of nations, which normally required Canadian officials abroad to comply with local law, did not cover processes displaying "clear violations" of Canada's binding international human rights obligations. In *Al-Skeini v. United Kingdom*, the European Court of Human Rights appears to have accepted that the European Convention of Human Rights should apply to the acts of British soldiers in Iraq, which resulted in the death of six civilians. But at least one influential member of the court, Professor Christian Tomuschat, is reported to have expressed concern as to the implications of the generalized extension of the Convention outside Europe. One commentator, Professor Sarah Cleveland, has suggested that these cases really reflect a principle of control, whereby courts are willing to contemplate extraterritorial extension of fundamental rights, but only in situations where the states in question exercise close control over the acts of their agents. Courts should thus be understood to have approached this question with considerable care.

V. SPECIAL PROBLEMSPOSED TO TRADE LAW BY PPMS

All the difficulties outlined with respect to extraterritoriality appear to be joined by the questions posed by the attempt of some states to set strict conditions for the PPMs of imported goods. There is considerable debate as to whether they are in fact extraterritorial in nature or are simply conditions of admission. Many states believe that the only way to approach the subject is through international agreement, rather than by unilateral trade rules. The GATT, and subsequently the WTO, at first condemned them as inherently extraterritorial and did not consider them any different than goods. However, subsequent leading WTO cases seem to have sidestepped the extraterritoriality issue and sought to justify certain measures as exceptions under Article XX of the GATT. There have been
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various studies by WTO committees and many learned trade experts have offered opinions, however, the law is anything, but clear.

VI. CONCLUSION

While it can be said that extraterritorial legislation is being used more by an increasing number of states, it cannot yet be said that extraterritoriality has become the new norm. Quite the contrary, beyond the subjects of common agreement and tolerance – such as war crimes – there remain many areas where there is no consensus; additionally, while it is easier to envisage extraterritorial prescriptive measures, enforcement and adjudication continue to give rise to a host of potential difficulties which continue to be resolved, if at all, by ad hoc diplomacy.
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